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ABSTRACT. - The C'OOCC'Pts of polysoJIllltism and
polysomatk series take into account ocllh (hemistl)'
and structure of minerals. Therefore they $('Cm wdl
worth ronsidering for the purpose of I:'mphll$izing,
for instano:e, ~tageneses and solid·statl:' transfor·
madons of the minerals. The following new tum·
pIes of polysomalic series are given.

S~,it!s oj tht! inophitt! . The S..X series is based
on S (scrpenline) and X [MgoSi.o.l:OH),.·H,o]
modules. Known memben arc serpentine, C1Irlo
sturanite and defective stru(1U1l':S obsC'rved as la·
mellae inlergrown within carlooturanite itself. The
series acrounts for minerals which can be defined
as H.O-rkh and Si·poor serpentine. The stability
of the manlx:rs is discussed.

Smes oj the IIntiforilt - The S,:,S;,.T series
il based on S (serpentine) and T (tak) modules
(+ and·- indiOlle the opposire po1arities of the
phyllosilicale la}>er). PoI)'SOfflC'S of the series .re
serpentine itself .nd the amigorite minenls with
different 11 plIrameren and Si/Mg rarios.

St,i~s oj Iht sebiljilrzikitt - Schafarzikite, veniliai·
te, apuanire and Ihdr def«rive stru(:\ures ate shown
ro be member of a polysomatic series Sc..U. based
on Se (schafarzikite) and U ("Fe:·'·Fe:' "'SM
0,. S.] modules. Intergtowth of different polysomes
explains the non stoichiometry revealed by some
analyses.

Serits of tM 6 X 9 A slrueturts - The series
A..B. is based on A Oawsonite) .nd B (AISiO.oH)
modules. By roupling modules, also through
translations and rotations, seven so alled 6 X 9 A
StlUCtull':S are obtained: sunassite, mad.llite, pum
pellyite, julgoldite, ardennite (twO types) and
lawsonite.

Kty words: poly!Ol1l3tism, dassi6cation of mi
ncra.ls, ioophite, antigorite, schafarzikite.

(*) Now at: Dipartimento di Scienze della Tern,
Univenitl di Perugi., Piazu Univenitl, 06100
Perugia (lu,ly).

Ru.ssur-"TO. _ I rooceui di poIi50marismo t dl
serie poli50m.rica rengono CUIlIO ddk caratreri·
stidle chimkhc e strutrurali dei minerali e vrngono
ritenuti urili per la d.ssificazione di questi quando
li si voglia raggrupp.re al fine di evidenz.i.me,
per csempio, relazioni patagenetidle e trasformazioni
allo stato solido. Si riporrano i seguenti nuovi
esempi di serie polisomatkhe.

Suie ddl'inofiu - La serie S..X si rostruisce
accoppi.ndo moduli S (serpentioo) e X [MgoSi.o.
(OH),•. H,()] e oomprende il serpentioo, la c:arla
sruranite e struUure difettive osservlte come lamelle
nella c:arlosturanite stessa. La se·tie rendC' como di
minerali definibili come serpentini ricchi in 11,() e
poveri in Si. Viene discussa 11 stabiIiti dei poIi.
soma ooti.

Suit tltll'ffflliforitt La serie S.:.S;.·T si 00

snuisce acroppiando moduli S (serpentino) e T
(talco) (+ e - indicaoo le polaritl opposte me
gli strati fillosiliatici possono IS5Umc:re). Tale sene
romprende il serpentino e I'anrigorite pettSata come
un insieme di termini caranerizzati <la peculiari
valori dd parametro a I:' dd rappotto Si/Mg.

Suit! dd/il sehajllrtikiu - Si mootla rome schafat·
zikite, vetsiliaile, apuanite e le loro strutture difet·
tive siano i membri di una serie polisomatica
SC..U. rostituit. da moduli Se (schafarzikite) I:'
moduli U ["Fe:- '"Fe:' '''Sb:' 0,. So]. Le ooncre-
scite spiegaoo la oon st«hiomerri. tTOY.1lI in al·
cune .n.lisi.

Strie tltlle struUurt 6 X 9 A • Questa serie
A.a. l: basata sulla a.xnbinuiooe di moduli A
(lawsonite) e B (AlSiChOH). Combinando taU m0

duli, anche tramite tasl.azioni e l'OIu~i, si lfIOSua
cbe • tale serie poiisom.atica appllrtmgono sursassite,
macfaIIite, pumpellyite, julgoldite, udennitl:' (d~

tipi strutturali) e lawsonite.

Pil,oit ehiiltJe: polisomatismo, dusiflCll.zione <...·i
miner.li, inofite, amigorite, schaf.rzikite.
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Introduction

The purpose of any classification is 10

establish a simple although comprehensive
scheme, in order to collect, compare and
distinguish individual objects and to predict
unknown phenomena to some extent. Such
a scheme must rely on few basic features
of the objects to be classified. Whereas people
usually agr~ on the aim of a classification,
disagreement often arises just where basic
features are concerned. In fact, individual
aptitudes and immediate purpose largely
determine the particular choice. For instance,
different approaches such as X-ray diffraction
or optical microsoopy or field experience
often lead to quite different classification
of minerals. This is understandable and,
maybe, fruitful as stated by LIEBAU (1985),
who maintains that <le the best classification
which can be chosen is the one that is best
able to serve the particular purpose under
consideration _.

&th very broad and very specific clas
sification schemes have been proposed for
minerals. Some authors (e.g., STRUNZ, 1938;
ZoLTAI, 1960j POVARENNYKH, 1972; LtMA
DE FARIA, 1983; LIEBAu, 1985) preferred to
cover very large topics and proposed quite
broad classification schemes. Although the
importance of these effons can hardly be
overemphasized, these comprehensive sche
mes may Ixrome partially inadequate, or
cumbersome, when small arrays are to be
dealt with. In the latter case a decreasing
generality could be hopefully balanced by a
deeper insight into the relevant phenomena.
In fact, very specific classification schemes
have been proposed for well defined classes
of compounds (e.g., MEIER (1968) for
zeolites; GoTTARDI and GALL1 (1985) for
natural zeolitesj SMITH and RINALDI (1962)
for framework silicates based on four- and
eight-membered rings].

Most of (he quoted approaches assume
the chemical nature of the minerals just
as a boundary condition, useful to define
which objects are to be considered. In other
words, structural crystallography may do
minate over crystal chemistry, as chemistry
does not directly enter within the set of
basic rules. As a result, almost geometric
schemes may be produced (LIMA DE FARIA,
1983).

The concepts of polysomatism and poly
somatic series (THoMPsoN, 1978) simul
taneously take into account both structure
and chemistry. Through these concepts,
fearures such as solid-state transformations
and paragenetic assemblages can quite
straightforwardly be included within the
classification scheme. Polysomatism, there
fore, seems to us well worth considering
when we are interested not only in the
classification, but also in the behaviour of
minerals, even though it suffers from lack
of generality, from its rather specialized
nature and limitations in the number of
classified objects.

A few examples of polysomatic series will
be shown in this paper, just to stress how
the approach works. The list is by no means
intended to be exhaustive, as the examples
only refer to our recent work.

PoIY80mC8 and polY80malie series

The basic ideas that underlie the poly
somatic theory may be found scattered
throughout a literature dating back to when
people started recognizing the occurrence of
common structural and chemical modules
that, differently combined, produce a whole
family of closely related structures (e.g.,
MAGNELI, 1953; WARSHAW and Roy, 1961;
KOHN and ECKART, 1965; ROTH and
WADSLEY, 1965). THoMPsoN (1970 and
1978), eventually, put forward a com·
prehensive formulation of the theory,
exploited its implications in terms of com
positional space, chemographic relationships
and possible paragenetic assemblages, and
discussed several examples of polysomatic
series.

The basic building units of a polysomatic
series are one-dimensional beam modules, or
two-dimensional layer modules, whose struc
ture and chemistry are usually idealized.
By the combination of two. or perhaps more,
modules, in different ratios and/or with
different combination rules, several structures
are produced which define the members of
the polysomatic series. These series are col
linear in composition, namely the idealized
compositions of the members linearly range
between the two cnd-member compositions.
Polysomes (from the Greek = several bodies)
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are akin to polytypes, in that some kind of
mixed-layer polytypism can be found wilhin
them. A funher improvement was attained
on introducing exchange vectors (THOMPSON,
1981) which afford an efficient, and easily
mastered, approach to isomorphic substitu.
tions making allowance for compositions
other than the end members. Typical
examples of polysomatic series are bio
pyriboles (THOMPSON, 1978, 1981; VEBLEN,
1981), humites (THOMPSON, 1978), serpen
tjne and chlorite (THoMPsoN, 1978),
pyroxenoids (KOTO et al., 1976).

The inophite I)olysomatic 8e,.ie8

Crystal-chemistry

Inophite is the name of a polysomatic
senes which includes the serpentine-like
mineral carlosturanite Mg~ISiI202s(OH~4'

H~ and the related structures which occur

•....

re_ In faet. the structure of carlosturanite
(fig. 1) just consists of the same octahedral
sheet which occurs in 1; 1 uioctahedral
silicates, with modifications in the tetrahedral
sheet; rows of silicon vacancies in the
tetrahedral centres, compensated by four
hydrogen atoms, split the tetrahedral sheet
into parallel hydrogen bonded strips. The
silicate strip consists of triple chains which
are generated by connection of four-repeat
single-crankshaft chains. Depending on the
abundancy and distribution of tetrahedral
vacancies, many structures are possible, with
different chain.multiplicity and chemistry (in
particular, they have inversely correlated
silicon and water contents).

These structures form a polysomatic series,
as all of them are made of two chemically
distinct modules, S and X in fig. 1. The S
module is a (lOO) section of the flat-layer
serpentine structure with Mg3Si:tO~OH)4

composition. The X module corresponds to

•
I

b_

Fi~. J. - ,Sm,Jclure of carlosturnnitc
MEI.LlNt Cl al. (1985)].

(serpentine) and X (sce text) [ After

as fault lamellae within carlosturanite itself
(CoMPAGNONI et al., 1985; MELLlNI et aI.,
1985), This has been the first polysomatic
series to be: vOted and accepted as such by
the International Mineralogical Association
(IMA).

Carlosturanite is an asbestiform silicate,
strongly reminding chrysotile in aspect and
properties. The similarity of properties is
due to the close structural and chemical
relationships existing between carlosturanite
and the idealized flat-layer serpentine structu-

an hypothetical hydro-silicate which can be
derived from serpentine by substitution of
[(OH).·H20]~- for [ShOd~- and has
Mg.si~a(OH)H - H~ composition. The
complete series would be X, SX, ... , S~
(carlosturanite itself), ...• S (serpentine);
namely the different polysomes are structu
rally and chemically intermediate between
the hypothetical hydro-sorosilicate X and the
layer silicate serpentine S. The ideal chemical
formula of the general Sn,X polysome is
simply [Mg3SbO~(OH)4 ]n,·MgeSi203(OH)14·
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be assessed. Carlosturanite IS likely to be
a real phase indeed, namely a stable as
semblage, within the MgO-SiO:!-H:=O system,
as indicated by its abundance in the holotype
locality and by its widespread occurrence.
In particular, textural analysis at the optical
and electron microscopy scale, indicated
diopside + chrysotile + carlosturanite as
a stable paragcnctic assemblage. On this
basis, CoMPACNONl et al. (1985) suggested
PH,O"" 2 khar and T".. 250-JOO~C as likely
condirions for the formation of carlosturanile
in the light of the available data on the
serpe:ntinite metamorphism (TRoMMsDORFF,
1982). Eventually, C1rlosturanite is replaced
by brucite and chrysotilc, according to the
reaction:

Mg~ISil:!0:!8(OHl:t~ 0 H~O --0

carlosturanite

H:O. As regards t~ unit ttUS, the band c
parameters are common to serpenline.
whereas a is [(m + 2) /2) a. (0. = a ser·
pentine) and the cell is primitive when m
is even. Viceversa. a = (m + 2) Q. and the
ceU is c.centcrcd when m is odd; for carlo
sturanite (m = 5) a = 36.70, b = 9.41,
c = 7,291 A, P= IOU',

Several faults actually affect the Q perio
dicity of carlosturarute and can be inter·
prered as chain multiplicity faults. Usually
they are isolated lamelJae, continuous within
(010) and scattered rhroughout the carlo
sturanite matrix. Only other three periocli.
cities besides the 18 A onc (al2 of carlo
sturanite) have been observed in the lattice
images. They are the 16 A- and the 21 A
perioclicities, and the 24 A-half-periodicity
of the S~X, SuX and S1X polysomes, respecti
vely. Among them, saX and SlX are com
mon, whereas S~X is rare. 6Mg,S;,OdOH), +

Chrysolilc
JMg(OHh + JH,O,

brucite

di

,-- -----....b

s "-~,_--_-..:----6 ..~X
-:;:.-::..--

-~

Fig 2. _ ChemIcal relationships among X, SX, ... , S .polysomes of the inophite polysomalic series
wllhm tne Mg·Si0.-l-LO sysleffi (di == diopside, b == bruclle).

Ph4U rel4Jionships

The .whole compositional range of the
inophite polysomatic series defines a tie
line which joins the serpentine composition
to the X hydro-sorosilicate, within the
MgO-SiO:!-H:!O system (fig. 2). Most pro
bably, carlosturanite is an important phase
for metamorphosed maphics and ultra·
maphics. In fact, after the first description
of the mineral, new findings were re·
ported, from Taberg, Sweden (MELLlNI
and ZUSSMAN, 1986) and from sevet1ll
localities within the Lanzo Massif, Western
Alps, si:rpentinites (unpublished data). On
the other hand, no structure other than
Sr,X (carlosturanite) has yet been found as
discrete crystals, but only as faults. On the
basis of these observations the stability, or
instability, of the different polysomes can

Polysomes other thAn S~X are probably
metastable, formed as growth defects, under
poT conditions not far from the C1rlosturanite
stability field. Quite interesting, the corn·
positions of the observed faults just duster
around the carlosturanitc composition (fig. 2),
and two of them are less hydrated structures.
A partiAlly similar behaviour has been repor·
ted for other polysomatic series too, such as
biopyribotes. In this series, no discrete crystal
other than jimthompsonite or chesterite was
found, whereas many different periodic or
aperiodic structures were observed as me·
tastable phases by HRTEM (VEBLEN and
Bus ECK, 1979).

The antigorite polY80matic series

Chemical analyses show (WHITTAKER and
WICKS, 1970; WICKS, 1979; WICKS llnd
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PLANT, 1979) that antigorite has a Si
content definitely higher than that required
by the ideal fonnula M&3Si::O~OH)~. Anti
gorite is based on the fundamental cell
of serpentine except for the tl parameter
which, as for inophile, is a variable « multi
ple .. of tl. - 5.3 A. KUNZE (1961 and
previous papers there quoted), on the basis
of an experimental two-dimensional electron
density map, proposed. a structural model
for antigorite with tl = 43.3 A, the most
frequent value of this parameter. The model
is characterized by a [100J sinusoidal mo
dulation of the serpentine layer in such a
way that tetrahedra belonging to adjacent
half waves point in opposite directions, as
shown in the highly schematic fig. 3. Whilst
in crysotile the rolling of the layer compres
ses the octahedral sheet, in antigorite the
folding (not shown in fig. 3) is opposite and
compression is higher for the already smaller
tetrahedral sheet. This sheet can therefore
accomodate an extra [010J row of disilicate
groups in each wave, in such a way that
one out of two inversion sites has an
octahedral row sandwiched between letra-

inversion lines, SPINNLER (1985) describes
anrigorite in terms of a polysomalic series
based on three modules. To avoid too slrict
a dependence upon a poorly known slrUcture
model, we propose a two-module polysomatic
series to describe antigorite. Our modules
are S, with the serpentine composition as
for inophite, and T with the talc composition
M~i.OloCOHh to take into account the
extra tetrahedra. These modules are (100)
slabs one octahedron thick, i.e. V3/2 the
octahedral edge. Noting with S· and S- the
modules with an opposite polarity of the
tetrahedral sheet, the whole series can be
written S';'5;;;. T or [Mg;ISi10~(OHNJ...+...·
[Mg;ISi~OlO(OHhJ. According to HRTEM
images (YADA, 1979) and KUNZE'S (1961)
model, the condition m = m' is not necessary;
i.e., the tWO half waves can be of different
length. In each wave Ihe number of [010J
octahedral rows per cen is m + m'+ 1 and
the Si/Mg ratio is given by [2(m+m'+2)]/
[3(m+m'+l)], i.e. Si/Mg > 2/3. By com
parison, the moth inophile member has a
Si/Mg ratio given by [2(m +1)JI(J(m +2)],
Le. Si/Mg < 2/3; in both cases when the

Fig. J. - Schematic repT('$('ntation of Ihe antigorile slructufe (a::: ofJ.J A mc:mbcr) slittd into S ($Cf
pcntine) and T (talc) modules.

hedra as in laic (T module in fig. 3). Details
of the structure, particularly at the wave
inversions, are slill controversial (UEHARA
and SmRozu, 1985), but the number and
the posilion of the extra tetrahedra ac
counting for the excess Si seem beyond
dispute. According to this model, the
variability of the tl parameter can be con
nected wilh differenl lengths of the struclural
wave and requires a variable Si excess which
does nOI contrast the available chemical data
(WHITTAKER and WICKS, 1970).

In order to lake into account the con
clusions of KUNZE (1961) concerning the
connections of the tetrahedrn a.t the wave

number m of S modules tends to be infinite
the ideal serpentine composition is obtained
with Si/Mg = 2/3.

In the sample studied by KUNZE (1961)
there are 16 octahedral rows across a and
the average width of each row is 43.3/16 =
2.71 = 3.14 v3/2 A, which corresponds
to the value expected for an ideal brudle
layer (tlb = edge of the oclahedron =
3.14 A). According 10 the recenl study by
UEHARA and SHtROZU (1985) the different
values measured for the tl parameler of
antigorite are multiples of 2.7 = tlbV3/2 A.
more than of tl./2 = 2.6 A. Members with
m +m' odd and even thow P and C monocli.
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TABLE 1

CrySllIl<MMUIII dtlttl /0' minmlls
0/ llx scbs/llrlikitt po/YJomtllic 1"i('l

Fig. 4. _ Schafarzikite (4), veniliaite (b) and
apuanile (cl structures shown as memben of a
polysomalk series generated by Se (schafarzikite)
and U (sec: lex!) modules.

_".,u,.. "":' "''';-',. ..~ ..~ .._, "'-
.....m •• to "":' ",.:, ",,:' 1Il..~....., .~ ..~ ",m -
-," 'I••:' " ..;- ",.j "'''~~..l. ... I .•' 1/.... -.-
parent structure of the whole group (MEL
LlNI el al., 1979). Its cryslal structure (6g.
4 a) is ba~ upon chains of corner-sharing
Sh" -0 pyramids which are connected with
chains of edge·sharing Fe:'06 octahedra
(ZEMANN, 1951; FISCHER and PERTLIK,
1975). The crystal struclure of versiliaite is
formally derived from schafarzikite (fig. 4 b),
by substituting every fourth Sb:l~ cation in
the pyramidal chain by a Fe3~ cation, and

I
•

Se

S.

The 8Chafarzikite polYllomatic seriell

Schafarzikite, versiliaite and apuanhe
define a group of closely related minerals.
Whereas schafarzikitc is strictly an iron and
antimony oxide, versiliaite and apuanite are
more correctly defined as iron and antimony
oxysul6des. Selected data for t~ minerals
are given in table 1.

Schafarzikitc was considered to be the

h)

nic cell, respectivdy; the value of tk a para
meter (Urns OUI to be (m +m'+ 1) 2.7 A
and 2(m+m'+l)2.7 A in the two C3M:S,

respectively. Experimental a values nOI

integer multiple of 2.7 A are interpreted
as average values from a mixture.
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Fig. 5. - Connection of pyramidal chains through
sulfur bridges in the schafarzikite polysomatic series:
(a) single chain in schafarzikite; (b) double ribbons
in versiliaite; (c) infinite layer in apuanite.

introducing a sulfide anion between pairs of
Fe3

+ cations belonging to two adjacent chains
(MELLINl and MERLINO, 1979). The excess
negative charges introduced with the sulfide
anions are balanced by oxydation of two
octahedral Fe2 ' to Fe:!+ per each sulfide
anion.

Similarly, the crystal structure of apua
nite (fig. 4 c) is formally derived assuming
the same substitution every third Sb3 +. A
major structural difference exists between
these two derivative structures. Whereas the
pyramidal chains are connected by sulfur
bridges to build up double-chain ribbons in
versiliaite, they form infinite sheets in the
case of apuanite. A scheme for the different
connections is given in fig. 5.

Although MELLINl and MERLINO (1979)
actually recognized the modular structure of
these minerals, and described versiliaite as
built up by two layers with v'Fe~""Sb~+OI6

and "Fe~' "Fd+ "'Sb~+ 0 16 S2 composi
tions respectively, the polysomatic nature of
the whole group was not completely realized
at that time. The systematic description of
the group was instead performed mainly in
terms of stuffed and substitutional derivative
structures.

Adopting now the point of view of poly
somatism, two fundamental layer modules
can be recognized within the diffetent
structutes. and they are suited to generate
the whole family. These modules are sketched
in 6gs. 4 and consist of (001) structural slabs.
The first module, Se hereafter, is just a
(001) slab of the unmodified schafarzikite
structure. The slab is one octahedron thick
along [001], namely it has e/2 thickness.
As shown below, the Se module is to be

u

S

Fe

~
Sb

~ ~!2!!!l!
.,1, "., "l, ,(',

~=

.......".. "':'IAl ,1"" ,1''','''',.0,' I ,. ,. ,. ,"'." ••
~,,", .. ",1'"~ ,''',,(,,'.',, ',.0, 11 '..., ,. .,,, "'.,. ','
-"" .. ",I" ,1"'"I''',JI'',.o,11 '.Il ... "." "... ••
...,..",.. ",I"~I ..),l"'.II",.o,IJ ..." ,."" ,..... ",.. ."

-" "':-"'.(.. ',1....".".',''',.0,,)I •. Il '.Il '..., -
l_'" "''',''''',1'',0,').... ,. ,. ".to -

Fig. 6. _ Chemical relationships among U, (SeU).
(apuanite), Se.U (versiliaite), Sc.U and Se. (.$(;hafar
zikite) polysomes of the schafanikile polysomatic
series within the Fe-Sb-S srstem.

TABLE 2
Crysta/.chemical data lor minerals

of the 6 X 9 A structures polysomatic series

axis normal to the layer module, and a and
b are glide planes whose poles lie within
the layer module. The second module, U, is
two octahedra thick and contains all the
modifications that ptoduce the derivative
structures: sulfi~e ion insertion, substitution
of "'Fe:l ' for '''Sbs+ and of v'Pe'+ for
"Fe~·. It is just the same U layer already
described for versiliaite, and has 2Pi layer
group symmetry. As a consequence, the

preferred over the two octahedra thick S
layer which was chosen by MELLINI and
MERLINO (1979), as this latter unit would
fail to reproduce tetragonal structures such
as apuanite. The composition of the Se mo
dule is obviously "Pe~+ '''Sb~' Os, namely
schafarzikite itself is the first end-member
of the polysomatic series. Its symmetry
is described by the layer group 2Pba
(THOMPSON, 1978), where 2 means a diad

J'"''
1>101

cba
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a) hi

. .-
A

A

Fig. 7. - Sursassite (a), pumpeUyite (bl, arden·
nilC (c, d) and lawsonite (to) structures shown as
members of a polysomatic series generated by A
(lawsonite) and B (AISio.OH) modules. Exponents
rand t indicate rotation and translation, respective
ly, of the modules (sre text). J)

A

B

A'

B

A
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second end·member is the SO called • 6 A
unknown orthorhombic structure" (MEL
UNl and MEIl.L1NO, 1979), namely it cor·
responds ro the structure with the highest
predictable sulfur content. With these
choices. ,he different structures become
Schafarzikhe Se::
Versiliaitc SC::U
Apuanire ScUScU =(ScUh
Unknown 6 A ortho-

rhombic structure U
Unknown 18 A ortho

rhombic structure
(MELLINI et aI., 1981) SC..U

•-'
A

a

A'

at

A

Fig. 7 e)

The ideal unit cell content of the ge
neral SC..U. member can be expressed as
«'Fei" "'Sb:~ 08)", + (·'Fe~~ "'Fe~'

'''Sb~- 0 .. $.!). and the c periodiciry is
.... (3 m + 6 n) A. Orthorhombic Pbam
structures occur when the polysomatic for
mula contains an even number of Se layers
between subsequeOl U layers. Otherwise,
tetragonal P4dmbc struCtures are obtained.

The chemical relationships among the diE
fereOl ideal polysomes are depicted in fig. 6.
On considering the actual chemical data,

they plot along the tie-line, but are shifted
from the expected positions. For instance,
the chemical analyses for apuanite are found
between the SC:!U and the (ScUh points.
Similarly, versili:lite plots between SC~U,

that is versiliaitc itself, and Sc~, that is
schafarzikite. Namely, the crystal has bulk
chemical properties intermediate between
two adjacent ideal compositions. The expla
nation for this non-stoichiometric behaviour
was given by MELLlNI et a1. (I 981), who
found intermixed occurrence of different
structures.

The 6 X 9 A structures

This group includes a number of structures,
so called because of the approximate values
of their axial translations (MooRE et al.,
1985). Members of the group are lawso
nite, sursassite (and the isostructuraI mac
faIlite), pumpeIlyite (and the isostroctural
julgoldite), ardennite, orientite, ruizite, santa
fdte, bermanite. According to MooRE et al.
(1985), they can be described in terms of
common ~[M~~TO"hJ sheets occurring
in all of them. Different intusheet marerial
is sandwiched between sheets and gives rise
to different tetrahedral polymerization. For
istance, Si~OT gtOUps occur in lawsonite,
SiO.. and SbOT groups in sursassite and
pumpellyite, SiO. and SisOIO groups in
ardennite and orientite, Si.Olo groups in
roizite. A few of these structures (table 2)
will now be considered and their polysomatic
nature will be stressed. Furthermore, the
examples will show that either slightly dif
ferent or highly different structures can be
produced starting from equal amounts of
the same, alternating fondamenraI layer
modules, just by different choice of stacking
vectors.

Let us refer ro sursassite as the starting
member for the whole description. Its
crystal structure (MELLlNl et al., 1984)
consists of edge-sharing octahedral chains,
cross-linked by corner-sharing SiO. and
Si~01 tetrahedral groups (fig. 7 a). Following
Mooll.E et al. (1985), the fundamental
6 X 9 A sheet, named A in fig. 7 aJ can
be easily recognized. Two adjacent A mo
dules sandwich the B module of fig. 7 a,
havin~ Ma'SiO~H composition. For the
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sake of generality, we extend now the A
module to embed also the out-of-the-wall
large cations, such as calcium or divalent
manganese, and water molecules (Xl. Its
chemical composition becomes X:lM~OHr.

(SjO~):. Therefore, sursassite and isostructu·
ral madallite can be easily described as
consisting of alternating A and B modules
{6.6 and 2.7 A thick, respectively}, AB being
their polysomatic formula.

Pumpellyitc and juga/dire are polyrypic
variants of the sursassite structural type. The
most important difference is that, in the first
case, similar tetrahedral groups face each
ot~r on the two sides of ~ octahedral
chains (6g. 7 b), and, in the second case,
different groups face each other (6g. 7 al.
The difference is due to the different stacking
vectors of the same fundamental modules.
In particular, whereas each A layer of sursas·
site directly overlaps a corresponding A layer
in pumpelIyife, no direct overlap occurs for
the B layers. In fact, every second B layer
of pumpellyite is shifted by 1/2 (7+ 1J)
with respect to sursassite. The polysomatic
formulae can be expressed as AB for sursas·
site, and as ABAB' for pumpellyite, with t
indicating the 1/2 (~+1t) vector. Similarly,
more complex polyrypes might be anal~;

for instance, the ... t. t p • _. 36 A polytype
reported by MELLlNI et al. (1984) would
become ABABAE'AB'.

The polysomatic analysis can be extended
to other structures which do not otherwise
reveal their close chemical and structural
relationships with sursassite and pumpellyi
te. For instance. ardennite. Mn~' (Ale(OH)e
(As04XSi04):(SiJOlo)], exhibits major struc·
tural modi6cations, as Si04 and Si~,o

groups are now presenl. However, an ap
propriate slicing of its structure immediately
reveals that ardennite too consists of alter
nating A and B modules, in equal amounls.
and is a polymorphic modification of sursas·
site and pumpellyite (6g. 7 C). Whereas
adjace:nt A layers are identical in sursassite
and pumpelJyite, they are correlated by a
[100] .twofold axis in ardennite. By speci
fying with the symbols A and Ar this re
lationship, the polysomatic formula for arden
nite comes out to be ABArB. A further
possibility is the introduction of BI modules
as those occurring in pumpellyite. Actually,
they are possible, and the polysome AEA'B'

(6g. 7 J) just corresponds to a polysomatic
variant for ardennite which was first as~umed

by MELLlNI and MER LINO (1982) as pos
sible structure for orientitc, and then actual
ly found to occur as fault structure in otien
tite cryslals by MELLINI et al. (1986).

The end-members of this A.B. poly
somatic series would have A and B com
positions, respectively. As regards the A end
member, it actually exists and corresponds to
lawsonite, Ca[AliOHb(SbOl)]' H20 (fig.
7 e). Its polysomatic formula is AA", and,
quite interesting, such a structure is also
presenl as fault structure within the sursas
site crystals (MELLINI et al., 1984). Possible
B structures, which would have AISiO:i)H
composition, do not seem to be known,
instead. Obviously, other A,nBn polysomes
might exist and their chemical composition
and dool spacing would be obtained by the
appropriate linear combination of A and B
modules.

Conclusions

The fundamental question must now be
faced of whether and where the approach
is suitable.

A first, important application is connected
with structural crystallography and topology
of modular structures. For instance, in the
case of ardennite and sursassite-pumpellyite,
structures which would appear quite dif.
ferent when analyzed in terms of the
tetrahedral polymerizations. immediately
appe9r to be polymorphs and built up by
the same fundamental modules.

A second field of application is due to
those cases where the full understanding of
the chemical data is quite important. This
possibility comes out from the fact that
polysomes just embed within their definition
the required chemical information. An
example is the non-sloichiometric behaviour
within the schafarzikite group.

Bearing in mind the inophite polysomatic
series as a third example, a third important
reason can be found in the study of solid
state transformations, growth defects, sub
solidus phenomena, parageneses and mineral
equilibria, namely in mineral reactivity. In
fact mineral reactivity strongly depends on
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chemistry as well as on Slructure, and both
these features are well taken into account
by the use of the polysomat.ism theory.

As regards the idcnti6cation of basic
modules, it s~ms to us that an effou is
required to identify the most signi6cant ones,
from the point of view of their physical
soundness and possible crystalchemical use.
This means that, based upon an appropriate
choice, more and more structures may by
found to be based upon these modules, just
as these fundamental building units cor
respond to the most efficient ways of linking
together individual atoms and represent
energetically favourable pathways towards
crystal growth.
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